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Clustering over Multiple Evolving Streams by
Events and Correlations
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Abstract—In applications of multiple data streams such as
stock market trading and sensor network data analysis, the
clusters of streams change at different time because of the data
evolution. The information of evolving cluster is valuable to
support corresponding online decisions. In this paper, we present
a framework for Clustering Over Multiple Evolving sTreams
by CORrelations and Events, which, abbreviated as COMET-
CORE, monitors the distribution of clusters over multiple data
streams based on their correlation. Instead of directly clustering
the multiple data streams periodically, COMET-CORE applies
efficient cluster split and merge processes only when significant
cluster evolution happens. Accordingly, we devise an event
detection mechanism to signal the cluster adjustments. The
coming streams are smoothed as sequences of end points by
employing piecewise linear approximation. At the time when end
points are generated, weighted correlations between streams are
updated. End points are good indicators of significant change
in streams, and this is a main cause of cluster evolution event.
When an event occurs, through split and merge operations we can
report the latest clustering results. As shown in our experimental
studies, COMET-CORE can be performed effectively with good
clustering quality.

Index Terms—Data mining, data clustering, data streams

I. INTRODUCTION

Research about mining in the data stream environment is
flourishing recently [1][2][3][4] [5][6][7][8]. In addition to those
on considering a data stream at a time, more and more emerging
applications involve in monitoring multiple data streams concur-
rently. Such applications include online stock market trades, call
detail records in telecommunication, data collection in sensor
network, ATM operations in banks, to name a few. We are
able to find out interesting and useful knowledge by analyzing
the relationship among these multiple data streams. Therefore,
mining multiple data streams has attracted an increasing amount
of attention from related researchers. To discover the cross-
relationship among streams, one way is to calculate the correlation
between streams and report the stream pairs with high correla-
tion [9][10][11]. Another one is to do similarity pattern query
between multiple data streams [9][12]. Moreover, several works
are reported on applying the clustering technique to multiple data
streams [13][14][15][16].

In this paper, we present a framework for monitoring the
evolution of groups of correlated data streams by the clustering
technique. Explicitly, this framework will trace not only those
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streams becoming similar to one another but also those becoming
dissimilar along with the growing of streams. Clustering is a
mining technique which puts the similar objects together and
separates dissimilar ones into different clusters. As a result, by
clustering the streams dynamically, we can achieve the goal of
monitoring the evolution of stream clusters. By observing the
changes of cluster numbers and the members of each cluster, we
are able to get the useful information for decision making or
data management in various applications. The following example
applications of clustering over multiple evolving streams:

1) Sensor network data:
A sensor network is composed of a large number of sensors.
Each sensor reads in data continuously as time advances. It
is important to know the interrelationships among sensors.
By clustering these sensors into groups, the administrator
of the sensor network can realize which sensors work
together or behave similarly in different time intervals. The
sensor data clusters are helpful to awareness of intrusions
or abnormalities.

2) Automatic stock exchange monitoring system:
In the stock market, the price of each stock may vary
from time to time and some stocks tend to rise and fall
concurrently in some time intervals. The stock monitoring
system can show which streams are in the same group
and have similar behavior. From such evolving streams,
the investors would like to buy a proper set of streams
to maximize the profit. According to clusters provided,
investors are able to choose a combination of several groups
of stocks to reduce the risk of investment.

In addition to the above applications, the clustering framework
can also be applied to other applications such as mining gene
expression data, protein sequences, climate data, etc.

In [14], an online data summarization framework is designed
for offline clustering on multiple data streams when users submit
requests. In contrast, we want to provide in this paper a more real-
time and automatic system which performs online clustering. The
system will report the revolution of clusters as time advances. To
achieve this goal, one intuitive solution is to re-cluster these data
streams periodically. At the pre-determined time point, streams
are updated and clustered directly with an existing clustering
algorithm. However, due to the large stream number and the huge
data volume, re-clustering streams is very costly. Furthermore,
periodical clustering is not able to cope with the data streams
with different evolving speeds. If the values of data streams are
relatively steady, most of the clustering tasks are unnecessary
since the resulting clusters are likely to remain the same. On the
other hand, if the values of data streams are relatively fluctuant,
we may lose some cluster information when the fixed time period
is too long. Concluding from above issues, we need a solution
which is able to perform clustering whenever it is necessary.
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Consequently, a framework named Clustering Over Multiple
Evolving sTreams by CORrelations and Events, abbreviated as
COMET-CORE, is proposed in this paper.

For generality, we consider the data on the numerical domain.
Our work can be easily extended to the applications with categor-
ical data via proper data transformation. Initially, the streams are
divided into several clusters by applying any traditional clustering
method. In fact, we can also apply our merge operation, which
will be introduced later, to obtain initial clusters. Each stream
is growing and evolving when new data points come in. Hence
a group of streams may be similar at this moment but become
dissimilar to one another later. In order to capture the significant
changes of each stream, we use continuous piecewise linear line
segments to approximate the original data stream. There are
two main reasons to adopt the piecewise linear approximation.
Explicitly, the piecewise linear approximation can not only be
performed in real time as the data comes in, but also be able
to capture the trend of data. Two line segments with different
slopes are connected by an end point. The end point represents
the significant trend change point of the streaming data. If a
stream in a cluster has a significant change, it is possible to
cause the split of this cluster. As a result, we can regard each
end point of a stream as a "trigger" of the cluster evolution,
and call the stream which has a newly encountered end point
as "trigger stream." For clusters which have trigger streams,
the similarities between trigger streams and other streams in the
same clusters are updated incrementally. Here we use correlation
as our similarity measurement. Two different streams may vary
at different numerical level but with similar trends or shapes.
Also, it is not easy to normalize all data in advance since in
evolving streaming environment the coming data is unknown.
Hence, correlations between streams are used as the similarity
measure to deal with the aforementioned issues. Correlation is
a standard statistical measurement which shows the degree of
association and works best with linear relationships between two
random variables. This property perfectly meets our requirement.
Furthermore, consider the preference for more recent data than
obsolete one, a weight factor will be added in the calculation of
correlations. In the later section, the way of updating weighted
correlation between corresponding streams at necessary time will
be described in detail. In the process of similarity updates, if we
detect that the weighted correlations related to trigger streams in
clusters are below a given threshold, we say an "event" is detected.
An event is a signal for the system to make necessary cluster
modifications. When an event is found via the event detection
mechanism, clusters will be split according to trigger streams.
Then, a procedure for checking whether there exist clusters being
close enough to be merged together is activated. Since the split
and merge processes are very efficient, the event processing
procedure is able to handle thousands of streams concurrently.

Consequently, the main contributions of the COMET-CORE
framework are as follows:

1) We propose a novel online clustering framework COMET-
CORE over multiple data streams. COMET-CORE is ef-
ficient in monitoring the relationships between streams
concurrently. The system reports the clustering results
whenever the clusters encounter significant changes.

2) We devise a weighted correlation measurement for incre-
mentally updating both the similarities among summarized
streams and the similarities among clusters online.

3) We propose an efficient split and merge algorithm to per-
form the cluster modification with good clustering quality.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Prelim-
inaries are given in Section II which includes related studies
and the problem model. In Section III, the data summarization
method is described. The similarity measurement in COMET-
CORE is discussed in Section IV. In Section V, the event
detection mechanism and the strategy of modifying the clusters
with the split and merge processes are described. The detailed
algorithm of event-driven clustering is also provided. Section VI
presents the experimental results and finally this paper concludes
with Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Related Work

Various research works have been reported to deal with cluster-
ing on one data stream [6][8][17][18][19][20]. However, more and
more applications will be modeled better if multiple data streams
are employed. There is an increasing number of works on dealing
with clustering of multiple data streams such as [13][14][15][16].
Among the above works, a COD framework [14] is provided to do
online data summarization and clustering offline when users give
queries. As for online clustering, without providing details, the
work [16] briefly describes a framework to continuously report
clusters within the given distance threshold. Another work [13]
discusses clustering over parallel data streams. It summarizes the
data streams with the Discrete Fourier Transform and adopts
weighted Euclidean distance as the distance measurement. By
applying a sliding window on streams, it reports clustering results
only of the current window. The work [15] provides a time-
series system for whole clustering by incrementally constructing
a hierarchy of clusters from a divisive point of view. It keeps
performing clustering every time when fixed data points of every
time series are collected. The scheme of [15] also utilizes the
periodical way of checking cluster evolutions. The cluster split or
merge processes may be a waste of time if the clusters remain
almost the same. On the other hand, the cluster information can
be missed due to the fast changing rate of data. In conclusion, to
the best of our knowledge, none of the proposed frameworks can
achieve the goal of reporting cluster evolutions dynamically with
efficient cluster split and merge processes triggered by events.

B. Problem Model

Given an integer , an -stream set is denoted as =

{ 1 2 } where is the stream. A data stream can
be represented as [1 ] where [ ] is the data value of
stream arriving at time . The data points of each stream arrive
continuously and the speed of the growth of data points is rapid.
The objective of this paper is that given a set of data streams
and the threshold parameters, events of stream clusters are online
monitored. Due to the large volume of data streams, we need to
summarize each stream. Each stream is represented as a series of
end points, and the summary of stream is denoted as b . The
event detection mechanism and clustering task are both based on
the summary data. When events occur, cluster modifications will
be performed instead of re-clustering all streams and the latest
clustering results are reported.
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Fig. 1. The data stream is smoothed by a sequence of line segments.

III. DATA SUMMARIZATION

The volume of data in streaming environment is very huge and
possibly infinite. As a result, we can only store the summary
of data seen thus far. In COMET-CORE, the piecewise linear
approximation is used as the summarization method for three rea-
sons. First, in our model, the linear relationships between streams
are concerned. Second, in the data streaming environment, we
need an online and single linear scan algorithm to process the
data. There indeed exists online and single scan algorithm for
piecewise linear approximation [21]. Thirdly, we want to detect
the significant change of streams during the process of doing
summarization. An end point between two approximation line
segments is a good indicator of the significant change of a stream
[22]. Since the purpose of our framework is to online report
the cluster evolutions, we believe that the significant change of
streams is a main cause of significant change of stream clusters.

There are some related works about using piecewise linear
line segments as the data representation [23][24][25]. Most of
the prior works consider data with a fixed length and scan the
data multiple times off-line to obtain the best fit line segments. As
mentioned in [21], such methods include bottom-up and top-down
ways, whose practicality in stream environments needs further
justifications. To adapt the characteristics of streaming data, we
need an online piecewise linear approximation algorithm. The
work in [21] describes the basic concept of online segmenting
time series. Using sliding window techniques, we are able to
smooth the original data stream as a combination of line segments
in linear time. The concept of linear approximation is illustrated
in Figure 1.

In Figure 2 we briefly state the generic sliding window algo-
rithm for transforming raw data streams into the linear piecewise
representation. [ ] denotes the sub-stream from time
to of the raw data stream . It is approximated by line segment
denoted as [ ] = · + , where [ ]. The parameter is
the slope of the line and is the intercept. These two parameters
can be calculated as follows :

=
[ ] [ ]

= [ ] · = [ ] ·

The two parameters in the algorithm, and , are the
and of the latest approximated line segment.
In this piecewise linear algorithm, the _ function is

used to decide when to start a new line segment. One of the fea-
sible error measurement is the residual error illustrated in Figure
2. It computes the square sum of difference between the predicted
value [ ] and original value [ ]. It can be decomposed

Procedure: Piecewise Linear Approximation
Input: stream Si, threshold l
Output: end points of Si: Si

1.  ts = 1;
2.  while(not finish segmenting the data stream){
3.    p=2;
4.    calculate ai

now, bi
now with Si[ts], Si[ts+p];

5.    while(cal_error(Si[ts, ..., ts+p], ai
now, bi

now )< l){
6.      p = p + 1;
7.      update ai

now, bi
now of segment Si[ts,… , ts+p];

8.    }
9.    Si = Si end point ( Si[ts +p-1], ts+p-1);

10.    calculate ai
now, bi

now with Si[ts +p-1], Si[ts +p];
11.    ts = ts +p-1;
12.  }

Sub-routine: cal_error
Input: Sub-stream Si[ts, ..., te], slope a, intercept b
Output: error
1. Si [t] is approximated by at+b,

where t [ts, te];

2. error =                                      ; 

3. return error;

^

te
t=ts

(Si[t] - Si      [t])2
app

^^

Fig. 2. Piecewise Linear Approximation Algorithm

into the combination of the summations of [ ] and [ ] and
calculated incrementally:

=
X
=

( [ ] [ ])2

=
X
=

( [ ] ( · + ))2

where is the slope and is the intercept of the current
line segment. This equation describes an kind of absolute error,
however, in streaming data environment it may not be easy to
give a proper absolute error threshold. In this case, we can use
relative error instead. For example, we would like the residual
error is less than 2% of the square sum of the original stream.

Assume that at time + , the error between the raw sub-
stream [ + ] and the approximated one [ +

] exceeds . A segment which is connected by [ ] and [ +

1] is obtained, and we record down the latest end point [ +

1] into the summary structure. This is illustrated in Figure 3(a).
After the new end point is recorded, a new line segment is started
and the latest slope and intercept , are temporarily
updated according to [ + 1] and [ + ].

The sliding window method of online piecewise linear ap-
proximation is efficient because of its linear time complexity.
Many variations are designed to adapt different types of data and
error measurement. For example, because of the monotonically
non-decreasing property of residual error, we can speed up the
algorithm by extending the candidate segment k (k 1) time units
each time. In work [21], the authors have proposed an approach
which combines sliding window and bottom-up methods. The
proposed SWAB algorithm not only takes the advantage of linear
time and online fashion of sliding window method, but also
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Fig. 3. (a) The streams are smoothed as a sequence of end points. (b) Illustration of incremental distance update.

owns the higher quality of bottom-up method. Another work [12]
provides a three-tiered online segmentation and pruning strategy
for financial data streams. No matter what kind of optimization
is, the choice of error threshold is subjective and data-dependent.
The trade of between efficiency and good approximation quality is
also an interesting research topic itself, which is however beyond
the scope of this paper.

IV. SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT ON SUMMARY STRUCTURE

As mentioned in previous section, we smooth the stream into
sequence of line segments and the end points are recorded down.
The summary structure of each stream is defined as follows.

Definition 4.1: The summary structure of is defined
as b ={( [ 1] 1), ( [ 2] 2), ..., ( [ ] )} where
[ ] is the end point value and denotes the corresponding

arrival time of the end point. The end points in the set are not
necessarily continuous in time domain.

The two most common measures for streaming data are Euclid-
ean distance and Correlation. The Euclidean distance between
two normalized streams reflects the magnitude of difference,
whereas the correlation of two streams refers to the degree of
resemblance of two streams in shape or pattern. Furthermore,
correlation works best with linear relationships and perfectly
meets the requirement in our COMET-CORE clustering model.
While correlation is a similarity measure rather than a distance
measure, it can be converted to a dissimilarity measure (i.e.,
distance measure) through a straightforward transformation. As
a result, we adopt correlation as our similarity measurement.

There are several different correlation techniques and here we
focus on the most commonly used one, the Pearson correlation.
The correlation coefficient between two random variables, say ,

, is defined as follows:

( ) =
( ) ( ) ( )

where , are the standard deviations of and respec-
tively, and ( ), ( ), ( ) are the expectations of random
variables , and .

In the multiple streaming data case, two different streams are
regarded as two independent random variables. Therefore, follow
the definition, the correlation between two streams and is:

( ) =

P
[ ] · [ ]

P
[ ]
P

[ ]qP
( [ ] )2

qP
( [ ] )2

In most streaming applications, the recent data are usually more
important compared to the aged data. To reflect the bias toward
recent data, a weight function is introduced in the calculation of
correlation between two streams.

Definition 4.2: Given two streams , and a weight function
( ), the weighted correlation coefficient between these two

streams is defined as

( )

=
(
P

( ) [ ] [ ]
P

( ) [ ]
P

( ) [ ]P
( )

)p
( )× ( )

(1)

where ( ) =
P

( )( [ ])2
(
P

( ) [ ])2P
( )

, and ( ) is a

monotonically non-decreasing function of time index .

( ) is different from ( ) in that each term
is multiplied by the weight function ( ). To be more efficient,
six necessary terms are kept to form a real vector for calculating
equation (1).
Definition 4.3: A vector is defined as a weighted
correlation vector, which is used to maintain the statistics
for weighted correlation calculation between two sequences
of end points. Given two streams , and a weight
function ( ), the vector of and is defined as

=( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , ), where
the first five tuples are accumulation values from the beginning

to time : 1 =
P
=0

( ) [ ], 2 =
P
=0

( )( [ ])2,

3 =
P
=0

( ) [ ] [ ], 4 =
P
=0

( ) [ ] and

5 =
P
=0

( )( [ ])2, and the last tuple records the
latest update time.

We set ( ) = ( ), where is a real number in (0,1]
and refers to the current time and keeps growing. Obviously,
the closer the data is to the current time, the more weight they
get. The parameter controls the fading speed of data weight.
When becomes larger and larger, the weight of certain data
point keeps fading as new data come in continuously.

Now, let us see how our COMET-CORE realizes the similarity
measurement. Since each stream is smoothed, the calculation of
the distance between two data streams can be reduced to the
one between two sequences of end points. Due to the limit of
linear scan of data streams, the distance should be updated in
an incremental fashion. In other words, we need to update the

vector incrementally. Consider the case shown in Figure
3(b). Assume that is updated to (( ) =1˜5 ) at
time +1. At time +1, b is detected to have a new end point
at time and the vector should be updated. The incremental
value of th tuple of the vector is denoted as . In
the period from time to , is approximated by [ ] =

· + , where [ ]. The two parameters
and are maintained by the piecewise linear approximation
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method. For stream , the line segment between time and
is approximated by [ ] = · + where [ ]. The two
parameters and are calculated by the last two end points
in b , i.e., ( [ ] ) and ( [ ] ). Then the corresponding

values can be computed as follows:

1

=
P

= +1 ( ) [ ]

=
P

= +1 ( )( + )

=
P

= +1 ( ) +
P

= +1 ( )

(2)

2

=
P

= +1 ( )( [ ])2

=
P

= +1 ( )( + )2

= ( )2
P

= +1
2 ( )

+2
P

= +1 ( )

+( )2
P

= +1 ( )

(3)

3

=
P

= +1 ( ) [ ] [ ]

=
P

= +1 ( )( + )( + )

= ( )
P

= +1
2 ( )

+( + )
P

= +1 ( )

+( )
P

= +1 ( )

(4)

For the incremental values of other two tuples, 4 and
5 are calculated the same way as equations (2) and (3).

Note that parameters and should be replaced with and .
By observing these equations, we can discover that they are all
the linear combinations of

P
( ) ( ), where ( ) can be 2,

or some constant. Consider in the weight function and according
to equation (2), the 1st tuple of is updated as shown
below:

1

=
P

=1
( ) [ ]

= ( )P
=1

( ) [ ]

+
P

= +1
( ) [ ]

= ( )
1

+(
P

= +1
( ) +

P
= +1

( ))

= ( )
1 + 1

Induced from above, the vector at time is:

= (( ( ) + ) =1˜5 ) (5)

Lemma 4.1: The amortized time complexity of vector update
is (1).
Proof: From equation (5), the WC vector can always be updated
by adding to an existing vector. It is clear that this
equation can be processed in constant time. Next, we observe
the time complexity of computing . The five terms

( 1˜5) are updated as equation (2)(3)(4) shown and the
worst-case cost of each operation is ( ), where n is the length
of a stream. Using the aggregate method of amortized analysis,
we can obtain the amortized cost of an operation is the average:
( ) = (1). ¥

Consequently, we can online incrementally maintain similarity
between two streams efficiently by keeping the vector of
two stream summaries. At the end of this section, a brief example
is given to illustrate the update procedure.

Example 4.1: Consider the example shown in Figure 3(b).
Assume = 3, = 6 and let ( ) = ( ), where = 0 9.
The summaries of two streams are b = {(80 1)(60 3)} andb = {(50 1)(0 6)}, where b has a new end point (0 6) at
time 6. The last distance updating time of b and b is = 3.
Until time 3, we have

P 2 ( ) = 13 41,
P

( ) = 5 61, andP
( ) = 2 71. = ((187 8 13194 7560 106 5 4365

2 71) 3). Therefore, at time 3, the weighted correlation of b
and b is 1. At time 7, b has a new end point (0,6). Now, the

is set to 6. The slope and the intercept for b between
time 4 and 6 are = 10 and = 60 respectively. For b ,
assume the current parameters = 10 and = 30. As
a result, we have

P6
4
2 ( ) = 71 46,

P6
4 ( ) = 13 74, andP6

4 ( ) = 2 71. The incremental values of vector in
this period are = ((218 7 17829 1854 25 2 414) ).
By applying equation (5), the final is: (((187 8 13194

7560 106 5 4365) (0 9)(6 3)+(218 7 17829 1854 25 2 414))

6) = ((355 61 27447 43 7365 24 102 84 3596 09) 6). From this
vector, the weighted correlation coefficient between b and b is
-0.56. ¥

At the end of this section, the properties of this incremental
similarity update is discussed. Since the weighted correlation
between two streams is updated incrementally, the last updated
time of two streams is needed when every new end point is
generated. This can be done by checking the arrival time of the
latest two end points of each stream.

Lemma 4.2: The last updated time between two stream and
can certainly be decided by comparing the last two end points

of either stream summary.
Proof: Assume at time ( + 1) an end point ( [ ] ) of b
is generated, the latest two end points of b are { ( [ 1]

1) ( [ ] )}. A stream b has the latest two end points {
( [ 1] 1) ( [ 2] 2)}, where 2 1. If 2 = , i.e.,b also has an end point at time , then the last updated time
between b and b is ( 1, 1). If 2 , then the last
updated time between b and b is ( 1, 2). ¥

It is of great advantage that according to Lemma 4.2, the
number of end points should be kept for each stream is limited.
Lemma 4.3: The maximal number of end points a stream
summary should be kept is 2.
Proof: According to Lemma 4.1, by checking the latest two end
points between stream summary pair, we can get the last update
time and then complete the similarity update. ¥

If there are streams, from the above lemma, the space for
end points is bounded to (2 ). This fact is satisfactory because
it is independent of the length of each stream. Therefore, we can
limit the space usage of summarized data efficiently.
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Fig. 5. The illustration of cluster split process.

V. THE COMET-CORE FRAMEWORK

In the beginning of this section, the brief concept of the
COMET-CORE framework is given. Instead of re-clustering
whole streams, COMET-CORE reports cluster results through
efficient cluster splitting and merging when there are significant
changes. In essence, a cluster is the set of summarized streams and
all the clusters become a cluster set. The number of cluster varies
during the process of event detection and stream clustering. Each
cluster has a center which is simply the average of its members,
i.e., the summarized streams. Therefore, the center of a cluster is
also a sequence of end points. As the streams grow, the center of
the cluster varies as well. In this way, the similarity between two
clusters can also be maintained incrementally with a weighted
correlation vector, vector, as mentioned in Section IV.
Definition 5.1: Assume the centers of two clusters and are
represented by end point sequence b and b respectively. Then
the vector of two clusters denoted by is equal to

. The weighted correlation between and denoted
by ( ) is equal to ( ).

A. Event Detection
Once a stream generates a new end point, we regard it as a

trigger stream. A trigger stream is a trigger of events, where the
event here means that some clusters are required to be split or
merged. Thus, the weighted correlation between trigger streams
and other streams in the same cluster is updated to check if
there are streams in the same cluster but getting dissimilar. The
procedure of how trigger streams work is illustrated in Figure
4. A cluster may have more than one trigger stream. Among
these trigger streams, some of them are similar at current time
unit and these trigger streams should be grouped first. Given

the user defined threshold , if the weighted correlation of
two trigger streams are no less than this threshold, they will be
grouped into the same group, which is called as trigger group.
Clearly, if the number of trigger-group is larger than one, it means
the cluster should be split. For each trigger group, a trigger
stream is randomly picked out as the representative stream of
this group. For the rest of the non-trigger streams, which are
the streams in the same cluster but without new end points
generated, each of them is compared to the representative trigger
streams. According to the weighted correlation between itself
and the representative trigger streams, the non-trigger streams
will be assigned to the trigger group where the most correlated
representative trigger stream is. It is possible that some of the
non-trigger streams cannot fit any trigger group, i.e., the weighted
correlations between the non-trigger stream itself and all the
representative trigger streams are not high enough to reach the
user defined threshold . In this case, these streams form a
temporary cluster. Though the streams in the temporary cluster
may not be highly correlated, they will be split in the future when
next event is detected.

B. Split Clusters
In previous section, we introduce how trigger streams trigger

the split of clusters. When new clusters are formed, the corre-
sponding vectors of modified clusters should be maintained.
Since re-clustering of streams is not permitted here, the new

vectors should be approximated by existing ones. For these
newly generated vectors, we can classify them into three
types. The first two types consist of the vectors between
two newly-generated clusters which belong to the same cluster
and different clusters originally. The last type to be created is the
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the merge process and the distances to be updated.

vectors between newly-generated clusters and the originally
existing clusters. To make it easy to understand, let us go through
the split process with Figure 5. Originally, there are four clusters,
which are 1, , , and 11. Suppose 1 is split into three
clusters: 1

1, 4, and 6, and cluster 11 is split into two
clusters: 11, and 14. First of all, the vectors among newly
generated clusters which originally belong to the same clusters
are set. Since the cluster are split according to the representative
trigger streams, their vectors are used the approximate the

vectors of the first type vectors among clusters.

Type 1. The vector between newly generated clusters
and , which belong to the same cluster originally, is set to be
equal to the vector of representative trigger streams and

:
=

where and are the representative trigger streams of and
respectively. ¥

In the example of Figure 5(a), the cluster 11 is split to 11

and 14, so vector of cluster 11 and 14 is
11 14

=

11 14
, and the same, for cluster 1 split to 1, 4, 6:

1 4
=

1 4
,

1 6
=

1 6
,

4 6
=

4 6
.

Then, consider the vector of newly generated clusters
which originally belong to different clusters.

Type 2. The vector between newly generated clusters
and , which originally belong to different clusters is set as:

=

where and are the original clusters of and
respectively. ¥

This type of similarity is illustrated in Figure 5(b), where
the vector between newly generated cluster 4 and 14 is

4 14
=

1 11
, since 4 is split from 1 and 14 is

split from 11.

Type 3. Assume is the newly generated cluster split from
cluster . The vector between and other originally
existing clusters, say , is set as:

=

¥
1For simplicity, each cluster is labeled with the smallest stream number in

it. Therefore, if a cluster is split into several sub-clusters, there must be one
cluster owns the same label as the original one.

This type of similarity is illustrated in Figure 5(c). The
vector of 4 and other existing clusters are:

4
=

1
,

4
=

1
and

4 11
=

1 11
.

For other newly generated clusters 14 and 6, their correspond-
ing vectors are updated likewise.

Note that only the vector of type 1 is updated to the latest
end point time. It is because that type 1 vector is copied directly
from the vector of the latest representative trigger streams.
For vectors of type 2 and type 3, whose 6th tuple remain
at the last updated time, they will be updated to the current end
point time in the following step.

C. Update Inter-Cluster Similarity
It is assumed that the latest end point occurs at time and

we need to update the center of each cluster. The corresponding
new end point of the center of each cluster is the average data
values of each stream in that cluster at time . For streams which
have no end point at time , their values will be approximated
by and , i.e., × + . Then, the new end
point of the cluster center can be calculated.

Once we update the center of each cluster, only the inter-
cluster vectors whose updated time is not equal to will be
updated. As aforementioned in the begin of this section, since the
center of a cluster can be regarded as another stream summary,
the inter-cluster vector can be maintained in the same way
as shown in section IV. Furthermore, the Lemma 4.3 also holds
here. We need only preserve the latest two end points of the center
of each cluster.

D. Merge Clusters
After splitting and updating the inter-cluster correlation of each

cluster pair, the COMET-CORE framework checks whether there
are clusters being close enough to be merged. How close can
two clusters be merged is defined by a user given threshold

. If the inter-cluster correlation between any two clusters is
equal to or higher than the threshold , these two clusters are
merged. Note that we can apply an appropriate agglomerative
hierarchical clustering method in the merge process by setting
the stop criteria as the threshold . In other words, the clusters
will be merged repeatedly until no correlations of the existing
cluster pairs is higher than or equal to . The cluster number
is relatively small compared to the original number of streams,
and thus the execution time is relatively less. The policy of
the merge process is as follows. Consider the example shown
in Figure 6. Suppose that the weighted correlation of cluster
1 and 2 is higher than , then they will be merged. The

vector where 6= 1 and 6= 2, is set to
either

1
or

2
according to who has smaller
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Procedure: COMET
Input:
A Stream set {S1, S2, ..., Si, ..., Sn}, a, e
Output:
clustering results

1.  tnow = 1;
2.  while(there is data coming in ){
3.    triggerList = NULL;
4.    tnow ++;
5.    for each stream Si {
6.      do piecewise linear approximation;
7.      if(Si has a new end point)
8.        triggerList[Si.cid].tList.add(Si);
9.    }

10. for each triggerList[Ccid]
11.      check_trigger_group(Ccid);
12.   Split(); 
13. Merge(); 
14.  }  

Sub-routine: check_trigger_group(Ccid)
1. For each trigger-group
2.   Randomly choose one representative 

trigger-stream
3.   for Si Ccid and Si trigger stream 
4.     if(find a suitable trigger group)
5.       assign to the trigger group;
6.     else
7.       assign to the temporary cluster;

Sub-routine: Split()
1.  according the results of 

check_trigger_group(Ccid),
split clusters

2.  modify corresponding WC vectors.  

Sub-routine: Merge()
1.  while(still exists any pair of clusters 

with  wcorr (Ci, Cj) < e ){
2.    Merge Ci and Cj ;
3.    update inter-cluster WC vectors which 

are related to the merged cluster;
4.  }
5.  update the WC vectors between 

streams of  the merged clusters;

Fig. 7. The algorithm of the COMET framework.

weighted correlations, i.e., min( ( 1 ) ( 2 )).
After updating the corresponding correlations, the merge process
will be performed on the rest of clusters until the stop criteria is
met.

Finally the algorithm of COMET-CORE is outlined in Figure
7. Note that the is an array where the index is the
cluster id and the corresponding item is the trigger stream list

. represents the id of the cluster to which stream
belongs.

E. Analysis of COMET-CORE
In this section, we give analyses of COMET-CORE on para-

meter usage, space complexity and efficiency.
1) Parameter analysis: In COMET-CORE, several parameters

are considered. Due to the nature of invisibility of future data
in streaming environment, we need some heuristics on historical
data to adjust these parameters. The first one is the threshold
used in piecewise linear approximation. As we mentioned earlier
in section III, the error threshold used is subjective and data-
dependent. In our case, we can set a reasonable error threshold
according to the past experience on historical data. Then, as the
streaming data come in, we can observe if the trigger (end points)
is too frequent or too rare. According to the frequency, we can
increase or lower the error threshold dynamically.

Another parameter in COMET-CORE is . In streaming en-
vironment, the more recent data are more attractive and should
be sampled more. When is smaller than 1, the data are biased
sampling and of course the cluster results vary. The choice of

value is optional and subjective. How this value affect the
clustering results are further studied in the experimental section.

Finally, the thresholds of split and merge processes are dis-
cussed. As suggested in [26], a correlation coefficient above 0.8 is
regarded as high correlation. Accordingly, the higher the threshold
is, the more compact the cluster will be. Users may decide the
parameter and based on the characteristic of the historical
data streams for future use. In addition, without loss of generality,
we can set = . Notice if is set to be equal to -1, it means
only merge operation is activated. On the other hand, if is set
to be 1, only split process is activated.

2) Space Analysis: In this section, space usage in COMET-
CORE is discussed. As we mentioned earlier in Lemma 4.3, the
maximal end points a stream should be kept is 2 and the total
end points are (2 )= ( ). Next, consider the space usage for

vectors. For streams, suppose that there are clusters and
cluster contains streams. The space complexity of
vectors (intra-WC vector + inter-WC vector) is:

space complexity
= { 1( 1 1) 2 + 2( 2 1) 2 +

+ ( 1) 2}+ { ( 1) 2}
2
1 +

2
2 +

2 + 2

( 1 + 2 + )2 + 2

= 2 + 2

It can be shown that in most of the time, the space usage is far
less than ( 2). The worst case appears when all streams are in
the same cluster or each stream is a cluster itself, but this is a rare
case. It is noted that , the number of stream, is much smaller
than the length of endless streams.

3) Efficiency Analysis: The main processes of COMET-CORE
are event detection, cluster splitting and merging. In the event-
detection process, each trigger stream only updates their correla-
tions with members in the same cluster. The update time is linear
to the number of members in a cluster. Furthermore, only the
clusters with trigger streams are needed to update the similarity.
This saves a lot of time in contrast to re-clustering directly to
streams themselves all the time.

Next, we analyze the efficiency of split process. Assume there
are clusters before the split process, and by event detection,
clusters are decided to be newly generated. According to Section
V-B, there are three types of WC vector to be generated or
updated. For type 1 and type 2 WC vector, they are inter-WC
vectors among newly generated clusters. Hence the number
of these WC vectors is ( 1) 2. For type 3 WC vector, it
represents the inter-WC vector between newly generated clusters
and the existing clusters. Therefore the number is . The cost of
assigning each new WC vector is (1). Therefore, the total time
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cost of split process is ( + 2). It is noted that when ,
the time cost is reduced to ( ).

Finally, the complexity of merge process depends on the used
agglomerative algorithm. As mentioned in Section V-D, because
the cluster number is relatively smaller than stream number in
most of the time, the time cost is low.

VI. EMPIRICAL STUDIES

To assess the performance of the COMET-CORE framework,
we conducted all the following experiments on a PC with 3 GB
RAM and 3GHz CPU which runs the Window XP Professional
operating system. We compare the COMET-CORE with two other
methods: one is called Basic here and the other is the ODAC
algorithm proposed in [15]. The Basic algorithm does clustering
once fixed number of examples is collected. The agglomerative
hierarchical clustering with complete linkage is always applied
directly to streams after updating accumulated statistics. The
ODAC algorithm checks cluster split and aggregation periodically
as well but with criteria based on Hoeffding bounds. On the
contrary, COMET-CORE updates necessary statistics by triggers
and adjusts cluster structure by events. All three methods use
correlation-like similarity measure: COMET-CORE and Basic
both use the weighted correlation as similarity measurement.
The difference is that COMET-CORE computes correlations on
approximated data as described in former sections while Basic
method computes correlations of streams on fact. The ODAC
method uses rooted normalized one-minus-correlation, which nor-
malizes the one minus correlation value to [0,1], as the distance
measurement.

To evaluate the clustering quality, we use a famous cluster
validation technique - Silhouette validation[27]. The silhouette
validation first assigns each stream a quality measure:

( ) =
( ) ( )

max{ ( ) ( )}
where ( ) is the average dissimilarity of stream to all other
streams in the same cluster and ( ) is the average dissimilarity
of stream to all other streams in the closest cluster. Follow
from the formula, the ( ) value ranges from -1 to 1. If this
value is close to 1, it means that is well-clustered. On the other
hand, if ( ) is close to -1, it shows that is assigned to an
improper cluster. A cluster silhouette for a cluster who owns

members is:

=

P
( )

Finally, the Global Silhouette, GS, which is used to asses
clustering quality in the following experiments is defined as:

= 1P
1 , where is the total cluster number. Silhou-

ette Validation consider the cluster structure from the view of
relationship between objects. It takes both the compactness and
separation of clusters into account.

Note that in the following experiments, the distance used on
computing GS value is based on fact instead of on approximated
data.

A. Evaluation of COMET-CORE on Real Data
In this section, three real data sets are used to test. The first

one is the weather data obtained from Temperature Data Archive

of the University of Dayton2. From year 1995, the average daily
temperatures of 290 cities around the world are collected. Each
city is regarded as a data stream and each stream has 3,416 points.
The second real data set is S&P 500 stock which can be obtained
from a public web site3. We collected one-year historical data of
476 stocks. For each stock, we use high and low value for each
stock to constitute 952 streams with a length of 252. Finally, the
third data set is the training data set for the PDMC competition4.
There are 9 sensors to be observed and the total observations are
189,961. Assume every stream comes in the rate of one sample
per time unit. The parameter setting of three methods are as
follows. The stop criterion for Basic is =0.5. For COMET-
CORE, the threshold value is set as = =0.5. For ODAC, we set
the confidence value as 0 05 for the hoeffding bound as suggested
in [15]. Since the Basic and ODAC methods perform clustering
periodically, two periods are used to test, which are 10 and 50
time units. COMET-CORE maintains end points with two kinds
of relative error: 10% and 20%, and checks necessary cluster
splitting or merging by events.

First we evaluate the average processing time for a round of
clustering. As shown in Figure 8(a), COMET-CORE is much
more efficient than other two methods. For Basic and ODAC
methods, the average processing time increases as the period
becomes longer. This is because larger amount of data needed to
be processed when updating necessary statistics for similarities.
However, if the period between two clustering becomes shorter,
the frequency of clustering tasks increases and the total processing
time will increase significantly as the growing of stream length.
Both Basic and ODAC methods spend a lot of time on updating
pair-wise similarities between streams. ODAC even spends time
on testing cluster splitting and aggregation by computing pair-
wise distance between streams in the same cluster for possible
clusters. Although ODAC may have good clustering quality,
high processing time makes the scalability of ODAC in the
environment of multiple streams questionable. On the contrary,
COMET-CORE only updates clusters with trigger streams. Under
different error threshold of piecewise linear approximation, the
number of end points is listed in Figure 8(b). We can find that
the threshold value has very small influence on processing time
in all three data sets. Conclude from all three methods, we can
discover that it is the number of stream which dominates the
average processing time. The time cost is almost independent of
the length of a stream. It takes much more time for stock data
which contains 952 streams with length of 252 than the time for
PDMC data which contains 9 streams with length of 189,961
(Note that the time scale for PDMC data set is in milliseconds.)

Next, the cluster quality is discussed. We probe the GS value
along stream progression and the average of these value is used
to evaluate their performance. The average GS value for three
methods of each data set is shown in Figure 8(c). Stock data
fluctuates more while the weather and PDMC data are relatively
steady. Therefore all methods have lower GS value on stock
data set. There are only 9 streams in PDMC data set, therefore
the overall GS values are high. Then we discuss the reason for
different qualities of each method. For Basic method, the period
of clustering does not affect the clustering results since the Basic
method always starts merging clusters directly from treating one

2http://www.engr.udayton.edu/weather/
3http://kumo.swcp.com/stocks/
4http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/sherstov/pdmc/
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Fig. 8. The clustering results of real data sets. (a)Average processing time. (b)The number of end points. (c)The average GS value.
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Fig. 9. The (a) average GS value and (b) number of exactly match cluster under different values.

stream as a cluster. Consider the ODAC method, the hoeffding
bound depends on the number of samples collected. Therefore,
checking cluster splitting and aggregation with different frequency
results in different clustering results for the same data streams.
It is not easy to choose a good clustering period and confidence
value in computing hoeffding bounds. For COMET-CORE, the
cluster quality is affected by the following reasons. In our
algorithm, to avoid too many 1-stream clusters during clustering,
we put all these streams in a temporary clusters and wait for next
trigger to split them. Therefore, in this moment, the temporary
cluster degrades the cluster quality. Also, the approximation error
caused by WC vector has significant influence as well. But this
can be remedied by the piecewise linear smoothing. When higher
tolerance on piecewise linear approximation error, the resulting
number of trigger points degrades. This reduces the frequency of
WC vector approximation and hence the cluster quality increases.
In the following we discuss the reason GS value of COMET-
CORE is superior to other two methods. The Basic method applies
agglomerative hierarchical clustering and ODAC applies mainly
divisive clustering. Once the order of merging or splitting is
decided for hierarchical clustering, it cannot be changed later.
However, in COMET-CORE, the combination of split and merge
processes provides streams flexibility to jump among clusters
for a better clustering structure. Furthermore, the advantage that
COMET-CORE captures cluster evolutions dynamically by events
is revealed here: periodical clustering method such as Basic and
ODAC cannot capture cluster evolutions which occur at some

time during two clustering tasks.
Finally, take the weather data for example, the clustering results

under different are shown in Figure 9(a). Since there provides
no bias option in ODAC algorithm, it is not considered here.
For different value, the data weight varies hence we will get
different clustering results. Again, COMET-CORE is superior to
Basic in that it captures the clustering evolution dynamically
instead of clustering every fixed time period. In addition, we
compare the final number of cluster which has exactly the same
members for two methods. From 9(b), we can see that the
proportion of exact match is quite high, which supports that
COMET-CORE is of high reliability.

B. Evaluation of COMET-CORE on Synthetic Data
In this section, two kinds of synthetic data sets are used for

evaluation.
1) Cylinder-bell-funnel data set: We use cylinder-bell-funnel

data to demonstrate that COMET-CORE can significantly cluster
data in an online fashion and explain the function of parameter.
The generation of this data was proposed in [28] and [29].
Three classes of data: cylinder, bell and funnel, and examples
are illustrated in Figure 10(a). Each class of data has a length
of 128. In our test data, we concatenate three distinct classes of
data in different order as shown in Figure 10(b). The different
combinations of data classes constitute six types of 384-long
streams. For each type, 100 streams are generated and normal
distribution number ranges from 0 to 1 are randomly added on
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each of them. Consequently we have a total of 600 streams to
test.

We set = = 0 80, which is quite a strict criterion to make
sure that streams inside the same cluster are highly correlated.
The value is set from 0 98 to 1. In Figure10(c), the column
shows different time points and the row represents different
values. At certain time points and values, the cluster number
and the error rate are recorded. Here, the error rate is calculated
as: (

P
(number of streams / total stream number inside

))/(number of real cluster), where real cluster means cluster
with member number 1. If the class of a stream, say , is of
minority in the cluster where the stream is assigned, we say

. According to Figure 10(c), around time 92, there should
be three clusters and the COMET-CORE successfully reflects the
results under all value. Around time 128, which is the end
of the first class period of each stream, we found that when
is 0 99, the cluster number becomes to 2. One cluster contains
purely the whole F-B-C and F-C-B data (200 streams), while
the other cluster contains the whole B-C-F, B-F-C, C-B-F, C-F-B
data (totally 400 streams). This is because the data near time 128
are weighted more than the data at the beginning, which makes
the bell and cylinder data alike and both of them are dissimilar
to the funnel data. Also, the error rate of 25% results from the
reason that 200 out of 400 streams in the same cluster are judged
as those which do not belong to this cluster. For = 0 98, the
cluster number increases. Due to the faster decay rate and the
domination of noise data, some correlations between the same-
type streams fall below 0.8. Around time 226, the cluster number
becomes 6 for = 1. This is because each data point is treated
with equal weight and therefore different types of streams are
separated into different clusters. For = 0 99 and 0 98, both of
them have three clusters. This time the clusters are decided by the
second part of each stream, the weight before time 128 is almost
0. Hence, the B-C-F and F-C-B are in one cluster, B-F-C and C-F-
B are in another cluster, and the rest of two types are in the other
cluster. The cases of the following time points are the same as
previous ones and are hence omitted here. In this experiment, we
show that COMET-CORE indeed performs significant clustering
and can obtain desired clustering results under different values.

2) Random Walk Data Set: To evaluate the scalability of three
methods, the synthetic data used are as follows. First, we generate
four random walk data sets with the number of stream ranging
from 100 to 2,000. Each stream has a length of 20,000 points.
For Basic and ODAC methods, the clustering task is performed
every 200 points. The confidence value of hoeffding bounds for
ODAC is set as 0.05. The threshold of merge process for Basic
is =0.7 and for COMET-CORE we set = =0.7. In addition,
COMET-CORE does not apply piecewise linear approximation
on stream data here. The average processing time is showed
in Figure 11(a). Here the time axis (y-axis) is plotted in log
scale for clarity because the processing time of each method is
different in several order. Again, COMET-CORE is manifestly
more efficient than other two periodical clustering methods.
Basic and ODAC spend too much time on computing pair-wise
similarities between streams, while COMET-CORE only checks
clusters with trigger streams for possible splitting and merging.
Then we see the average GS value for each method in figure
11(c). These values are obtained by averaging the GS value
every 400 points for each method. In most cases, Basic has
the highest value because each time it merges streams starting

from one stream cluster and stops when the criterion is met.
ODAC has lower GS value for two possible reasons. One is as
mentioned in the empirical study of real data, it is hard to decide a
good clustering period and confidence value for hoeffding bound.
Second, ODAC splits a cluster into only two clusters each time
when the splitting condition is met. The cluster may not be split
good enough. Finally, for COMET-CORE, the main degradation
on cluster quality is caused by the approximation of WC vector
when splitting and merging clusters. This is a trade-off between
efficiency and quality. However, from the clustering results, we
show that COMET-CORE still keeps an acceptable cluster quality
with high efficiency.

Next we show the performance of three methods while the
number of cluster varies. The stream number is fixed at 500
and each of them contains 20,000 points. For different data sets,
streams are randomly distributed in different number of cluster.
The cluster number varies from 50 to 200. From Figure 11(b),
we can find that the processing time is almost independent of the
cluster number for all three methods. This again proves that it
is the number of stream which dominates the time cost. As for
the clustering quality shown in figure 11(d), the GS value for
each method keeps steady itself under different cluster number.
The reasons for better or worse GS value are the same as
aforementioned.

Finally, we further analyze how the number of cluster which
contains trigger streams affect the processing time of COMET-
CORE. In the following, we use trigger cluster to mean the cluster
with trigger streams. In the empirical study of real data, we have
shown that the number of trigger points is not a magnificent
factor of average processing time. Because many trigger streams
may exist in only few clusters, and COMET-CORE only updates
similarities of trigger clusters. To show this, we use the same data
set which is 200 clusters with 500 streams. As the progression of
streaming clustering along 20,000 points, we record the number of
trigger cluster and its corresponding processing time. As shown
in Figure 12, the processing time indeed has a trend that it is
increasing with the number of trigger cluster.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the COMET-CORE framework for
online monitoring clusters over multiple evolving streams by
correlations and events. The streams are smoothed by piecewise
linear approximation and we can regard each end point of the
line segment as a trigger point. At each trigger point, for clusters
which have trigger streams, we update the weighted correlations
related to trigger streams in clusters. Whenever an event happens,
i.e., clusters change, the clusters are modified through efficient
split and merge processes. As validated in the experimental
results, COMET-CORE is shown to be efficient and of good
scalability while producing cluster results of good quality.
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